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	Guarantee of Peace: The League of Nations in British Policy 1914-1925, 9780199226733 (0199226733), Oxford University Press, 2009

	Peter Yearwood reconsiders the League of Nations, not as an attempt to realize an idea but as an element in the day-to-day conduct of Britain's foreign policy and domestic politics during the period 1914-25.

	

	He challenges the usual view that London reluctantly adopted the idea in response to pressure from Woodrow Wilson and from domestic public opinion, and that it was particularly wary of ideas of collective security. Instead he examines how London actively promoted the idea to manage Anglo-American relations in war and to provide the context for an enduring hegemonic partnership.

	

	The book breaks new ground in examining how London tried to use the League in the crises of the early 1920s: Armenia, Persia, Vilna, Upper Silesia, Albania, and Corfu. It shows how in the negotiations leading to the Draft Treaty of Mutual Assistance, the Geneva Protocol, and the Locarno accords, Robert Cecil, Ramsay MacDonald, and Austen Chamberlain tried to solve the Franco-German security question through the League. This involves a re-examination of how these leaders tried to use the League as an issue in British domestic politics and why it emerged as central to British foreign policy.

	

	Based on extensive, detailed archival research, this book provides a new and authoritative account of a largely misunderstood topic.
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Google SketchUp for Game Design: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2011

	Creating video game environments similar to the best 3D games on the market is now within the capability of hobbyists for the first time, with the free availability of game development software such as Unity 3D, and the ease with which groups of enthusiasts can get together to pool their skills for a game project. The sheer number of these...


		

Literary Representations of “Mainlanders” in Taiwan (Routledge Research on Taiwan Series)Routledge, 2020

	
		This book examines literary representations of mainlander identity articulated by Taiwan’s second-generation mainlander writers, who share the common feature of emotional ambivalence between Taiwan and China.

	
		Closely analyzing literary narratives of Chinese civil war migrants and their descendants in Taiwan, a...



		

Windows Vista: Beyond the ManualApress, 2007
Windows Vista: Beyond the Manual is a comprehensive guide to installing, configuring, exploiting, and using the richest Microsoft client operating system on the market. It guides you through the complexities of configuring and running a successful Windows Vista client computer. It also takes an in-depth look at the wealth of features and...




	

Mastering Flask Web Development: Build enterprise-grade, scalable Python web applications, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn to build modern, secure, highly available web MVC applications and API's using Python`s Flask framework.

	
		Key Features

		
			Create production-ready MVC and REST API with the dynamic features of Flask
	
			Utilize the various extensions like Flask-JWT and Flask-SQLAlchemy to...




		

Foundations of AjaxApress, 2005
We thought we had found the Holy Grail of software development when we started building
Web applications several years ago. Previously we had been developing thick client applications
that required a lengthy installation process every time a new version of the company’s
application was released. The application was deployed to...

		

Mountain Resorts (Ecology and Law in Modern Society)Ashgate, 2009
Mountains are the home of significant ecological resources - wildlife habitat, higher elevation plant systems, steep slopes and delicate soils, and water systems. These resources are subject to very visible and growing pressures, most of which are caused by the unique features of mountains. Using as case studies four mountain resorts in four ranges...
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